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W e  a r e  p l e a s e D  to deliver the newest issue of the 
IB Herald, which represents the hard work and talents 

of our contributors over the past months. In this issue are a 
wide variety of articles, with discussions ranging from recent 
hot topics such as ai  and fake news, to heartfelt appreciations 
of art and film.

This issue is also quite fortunately a print issue, and I hope 
you are reading these words as you hold them in your hands. 
Thanks must be specially given to our business managers and 
the school for making this possible.

Moving forward, we hope to improve the diversity of our 
content. This means we are now open to submissions from all 
students, iB and Nss alike, and of all forms, not just essays. 
If you think you have something that might fit into the next 
issue, go ahead and tell us about it!

Finally, we must thank you, dear readers, for your contin-
ued support. We’d love to hear from you, so if you have any 
feedback for us, or would like to contribute a piece, feel free to 
send us an email at dbsibherald@gmail.com.

Martin Yip, Editor-in-Chief
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H u M a N i t y  H a s  l o N g  harboured 
a desire to ‘forge the gods’ or develop 

a higher power. Pamela McCorduck writes in 
her book Machines Who Think that ‘artificial 
intelligence (ai) in one form or another is an 
idea that has pervaded Western intellectual 
history’. The modern idea of ai , essentially 
an artificial brain, started gaining traction in 
the 1950s. Helped in part by the popularity 
of science fiction films such as The Termina-
tor (1984), ai  has weathered fallow periods to 
emerge as the next ‘big thing’ that the likes 
of Google, Amazon and Facebook are actively 
competing to develop. Nowadays, ai  is uti-
lised anywhere from mountain fire detection 
systems to smartphone user interfaces.

However, ai  clearly isn’t perfect yet. A ca-
sual search on Google for ‘examples of in-
correct information on Google’, shows many 
instances of algorithms misinterpreting web-
sites. AlphaGo, a computer program that 
plays the board game Go, is renowned for de-
feating the international champion Lee Sedol 
in 2016.  Despite its well-publicised successes, 
it lost one game out of five played against Lee. 
Unlike the seemingly boundless capabilities 
that filmmakers and writers imaginatively de-
pict ai  as having, ai  is still relatively limited 
in reality. As we increasingly rely on technol-
ogy in our lives, it is important we stay aware 
of its fallibility. Two key limitations of ai  are 

the qualification problem and a vulnerability 
to human error.

The qualification problem was raised by 
John McCarthy, the father of ai . He asserts 
that it is impossible to list all conditions re-
quired for an action to have its intended ef-
fect, or how to deal with things that might 
prevent the intended result. For example, 
an action as simple as opening a door would 
require the various components of the door 
(door, frame, hinges, etc.) being present and 
correctly connected to each other. McCarthy 
believes that ‘[m]any other qualifications can 
be added… and yet anyone will still be able 
to think of additional requirements not yet 
stated’. Many of these conditions are implic-
it and overlooked in the usual operation of a 
door. For ai , however, all of these conditions 
must be programmed in its system before it 
can process the action easily. This is especially 
important when the typical ai  has to process 
multiple actions linked to one another. Since 
covering all possibilities is seemingly impos-
sible, ai  is constrained by our ability to list 
conditions we typically take for granted.

One solution to this problem is to ‘teach’ 
the ai  to recognize an action through showing 
it a large number of examples. This was facil-
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itated by the development of neural network 
ai , which mimics neurons firing in the brain. 
Each ‘neuron’ processes a small fragment of 
each piece of data and produces an output 
result. The system could gradually change 
its output depending on the accuracy of the 
results in the layers. This would allow the ai 
to ‘learn’ through observation as toddlers do. 
However, this poses another problem: the ai 
takes what it is ‘taught’ as absolute fact. If the 
‘teacher’ provides bad examples or identifies 
elements in the examples poorly, it would pass 
onto the ai  and result in a flawed system. To 
find an example of what bad teaching could 
do, one need look no further than the trial 
launch of Microsoft ai  ‘Tay’. Billed as a means 
to improve Microsoft’s voice recognition soft-
ware, ‘Tay’ received messages on Twitter and 
processed them to adapt the speech patterns 
of those it interacted with.

Within sixteen hours of launching ‘Tay’ in 
2016, Microsoft shut it down. 

While ‘Tay’ initially spoke as a teen girl 
based on its programming, it quickly trans-
formed into what The Telegraph described as 
‘an evil Hitler-loving, incestual sex-promot-
ing, “Bush did 9/11”-proclaiming robot’. This 
was the result of pranksters sending ‘Tay’ 

rude and erroneous messages, causing her 
programming to adapt the tone of her ‘teach-
ers’. As a high-profile mishap, this is a clear 
example of how humans limit the capabilities 
of ai  and why it can’t surpass the accuracy of 
human judgement yet.

Although it is undeniable that ai , be-
ing based in machines, does not become er-
ror-prone because of exhaustion, thereby 
eliminating one kind of mental ineffective-
ness, its operation hinges on its being reason-
ably free of limitations. While one can expect 
companies to have conducted multitudes of 
tests before releasing the product to the pub-
lic, this is far from a guarantee. Having said 
that, there seems to be a constant stream of 
advancements in ai . A new version of Alpha-
Go supposedly ‘learns’ from Go match ex-
amples that the ai  itself chooses online, while 
Google recently unveiled ‘Duplex’, an ai  sys-
tem that can mimic human speech patterns 
to make reservations at restaurants and salons 
in the user’s stead by ‘speaking’ to the human 
employee on the other end of the phone (dis-
cussing its ethical implications and addressing 
the speculation that Google staged the calls 
that ‘Duplex’ made during the demonstra-
tion would require writing another article). 
Recently, the Sunday Express reported that a 
breakthrough allowed ai  to read human brain 
signals and reproduce images we think of, ex-
panding the capabilities of neural network ai . 
It seems that innovation will continue to push 
the boundaries of ai , potentially leading to a 
future where ai  can truly surpass the accura-
cy of human judgement. Since ai  has and will 
continue to play a significant role in our lives, 
we should be hopeful regarding its develop-
ment, but also remember not to blindly trust 
the algorithms to do their job. § WaNki lo

It took less than 24 hours for Microsoft's well-
meaning millennial Tay to morph into a neo-Nazi on 
Twitter. Microsoft quickly deactivated the account.

<
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I N  r e C e N t  y e a r s ,  the issue of fake 
news has developed at an astonishing rate. 

From widespread media attention on allega-
tions of Russian bots spreading cock and bull 
on social media to Fox News’ blatant denial 
of climate change, or even the American pres-
ident’s reputation for making factually un-
founded statements, these events have swept 
democratic societies by storm, fanning polit-
ical divides, and even building international 
tension.

To any average voter, this might not seem 
relevant or even impactful. Lies and dishon-
esty are integral parts of human nature. And 
even if they are out of hand, voters have full 
confidence in the regulation imposed by the 
government and enforced by the justice sys-
tem to effectively counter these malicious 
forces.

Right?
However, this article will attempt to show 

otherwise. Malicious news is harmful to dem-
ocratic societies, in that it attempts to draw 
power away from the vulnerable and non-elite. 
It describes through explaining the nature and 
harms of malicious news, why current mea-
sures made to curb it are nonsensically weak 
and should be replaced with certain non-con-
ventional alternatives to protect the people’s 
power to decide within the government.

The reason why malicious news is so harm-

ful is that it is the corruption of information, 
a necessary constituent of choice. Voters can 
only make choices which benefit themselves 
in the common social reality only if they are 
in the understanding of what the common so-
cial reality looks like. In the event that what 
they perceive to be the social reality is not the 
actual social reality, the expressed opinions 
of what should be done to resolve problems 
in society will be misplaced. In the United 
States aggravated and unjustified sentiments 
towards illegal immigrants more or less orig-
inated from Trump’s untrue political slander 
about how they brought crime to the coun-
try, supporting Trump’s travel bans and im-
migrant deportations, and sending hopefuls 
back to dreadful environments from which 
they have tried so hard to escape from. How-
ever, Trump’s claims were proved to be wrong 
by the Washington Post, which showed that 
immigrants committed less crime than their 
local counterparts.

This doesn’t necessarily mean that the re-
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ports have to be false in order to be misin-
formative. The overrepresentation of bomb-
ings caused by Muslims has created a wave 
of Islamophobia in the us, directing hate and 
stereotyping against the Muslim population. 
However, Reason.com reports that while 11 
out of 89 terrorist attacks spanning over the 
period of 2011–16 were really caused by in-
dividuals with Muslim religious beliefs, over 
44% of the 2413 articles written about all ter-
rorist attacks in the US were about specifical-
ly the 11. (Side note: 24 out of the 89 terrorist 
attacks remain unreported.) In this case, peo-
ple became disillusioned over the overdone 
focus and attention the media gave to those 
specific 11, and hence were misled into think-
ing that these attacks were more common in 
and relevant to their lives by the hype it creat-
ed. This shows that as long as information is 
portrayed in a way that can somehow distort 
one’s perception of the common social reality, 
it will achieve the effect of disinformation.

The ramifications of fake news don’t stop 

there. Harry Frankfurt claims in his publi-
cation “The Importance of What We Care 
About”, that “bullshit is a greater enemy to 
the truth than lies are.” Being controversial, 
news which aims to misinform is likely to gain 
a lot of media attention, which materialises 
through heated discussion, rounds of fact-
checks, arguments between professionals, 
in which the process of refuting, supporting 
and arguing over the truthfulness of the in-
formation is presented in a glamourised form. 
As headline space and the attention that the 
public can ultimately give to a wide spread 
of information is limited, ultimately issues of 
disinformation rob other deserving news of 
the attention that it deserves.  For example, 
in response to Robert’s investigation against 
him, Trump launched accusations against the 
investigation about how it is corrupted by 
Democrats and how Mueller is inherently bi-
ased. Of course, this is a controversial matter, 
but by exploiting its controversy, Trump man-
ages to divert Republican media attention to 
investigate whether Mueller’s investigation 
was corrupt instead of investigating whether 
Trump colluded with Russia. This protects 
him against media criticism for the time be-
ing, but ultimately delays or even wipes out 
the backlash that should form among the 
public against a person who actively tries to 
undermine their own judicial system.

Malicious news has been hard to curb pri-
marily for a few reasons. Firstly, at its root, 
producers of malicious news have yet been 
to be punished enough. For example, bots 
spreading fake news on Twitter controlled 

The term ‘fake news’ is coined by US President Don-
ald Trump in his virulent attacks against American 
media for the perceived unfavourable coverage of his 
administration.
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by Russian corporates are separated from 
their creators by so many proxy layers that it 
is virtually impossible to hold them respon-
sible. Trump has so far had no grounds for 
his accusations against Mueller. Yet, these 
unjustified claims have seen little to no for-
midable backlash or consequences. The lack 
of consequences and the high degree of toler-
ance for their actions only incentivises them 
to continue.  But even then, increased legisla-
tion, like India’s attempt to punish those who 
make factually inaccurate claims, is hard to 
pass institutionally as a stronger crackdown 
on freedom of speech is bound to create op-
position, in that it might allow governments 
to arbitrarily determine what constitutes as 
correct information in the future, condon-
ing their abuse of power. It might turn out to 
negatively impact whistleblowers, who try to 
reveal government flaws, to which the govern-
ment could legitimately respond by silencing 
them, undermining accountability.

There is also the issue of public ignorance. 
While the majority of the public might know 
about the epidemic of fake news, they don’t 
understand the significance of the position 
that correct information holds in our society. 

This low estimation in turn causes the pub-
lic to treat the media less seriously than they 
should. Instead of taking news for its infor-
mative value, and analysing it by themselves, 
a large proportion of the public rely on the 
media or political figures who produce biased 
and emotional comments and headlines for 
making sense of the facts, which they then 
accept without much criticism. They are also 
prone to appeals to emotions.

But ultimately, the problem of widespread 
partisanship has caused believers to contin-
ually support fake news producers, a feature 
which fake news producers have delightedly 
exploited. People are likely to approach in-
formation with pre-conceived perspectives, 
or even form new ones on an encounter with 
new information. But it is a common feature 
that people do not like being proved wrong. 
Enter partisanship, which is a prejudice for a 
favourable cause. It jibes with the theory of 
confirmation bias, which claims that people 
are more likely to discredit information that 
is not congruent with their beliefs by criti-
cising it, whilst not holding information that 
helps their case to the same standard of crit-
icism. And when confronted about this bias, 
the harm to the pride of the ones confront-
ed is likely to escalate their reaction, resulting 
in deeper belief, or at least the semblance of 
deeper belief. While this cycle causes believ-
ers to fall deeper into deeper deception, it can 
cause those who are not deceived to be gen-
erally critical of them instead of just focusing 
disagreement on one issue.

Thus, it follows that institutional chang-
es and efforts to just empower fact-checking 
might not really work. But that doesn’t mean 
that we shouldn’t work for the truth anyway. 
After all, governments only gain authority 

[A]s long as information 
is portrayed in a way 
that can somehow 
distort one’s perception 
of the common social 
reality, it will achieve the 
effect of disinformation.



when they gain legitimacy from their people.
Institutionally, what could be done in-

stead of increasing government control is to 
empower the people. Thus, there should be 
requirements for the media to become more 
transparent. By making public the process-
es by which they get their information, how 
they choose their sources, how they are fund-
ed, and what composition of people pertain-
ing to what stances are funding them, we can 
put the public in a better position to criticise 
and identify flaws or biases within the report-
ing procedures of the media outlet, clearing 
up the ambiguity and argumentative space 
for whether a piece of news has been distort-
ed by corruptive factors. So, when a piece of 
fake news has been reported, and people can 
accurately determine that certain process-
es have been corrupted, movements such as 
large-scale advertising or consumer boycotts 
will be likely to gain more legitimacy or pub-
lic agreement, increasing their impact. There-
fore, when these negative impacts can actually 
materialise, and result in practical economic 
harms, these firms will then be sufficiently de-
terred from producing fake news.

To ensure that the public is able to utilise 
this mechanism, there must be a change in 
education which nurtures a societal attitude 
intolerant of fake news. This should be done 
on two levels—producing increased vigilance 
against news sources and not tolerating it 
when they produce rubbish. An example of 
the former, Sweden has begun pushing pri-
mary school students to receive media literacy 
classes, in which they learn to criticise sources 
they find online. Not only does this prepare 
students to adopt ever higher standards per-
taining to how they accept information and 
gives them the ability to filter fake news, it 

complements media transparency, as they are 
taught the skills and knowledge required to 
best understand the information the media 
has made public. As for the latter, more em-
phasis should be placed on teaching students 
about criticism, the importance of informa-
tion and the significance of their own political 
rights. This understanding is crucial in halting 
belief in fake news, and mobilising the public 
against rogue actors who wish to weaken the 
right of the public to make informed choices 
by feeding it misinformation.

As individuals, in the short run, what we 
should do is to change how we approach in-
formation and discourse as a whole. It is time 
to put aside our personal pride and to enter 
civil discourse with a collective objective of 
getting an accurate understanding of our so-
cial reality. Instead of entering conversations 
with the objective of winning arguments and 
persuading the ‘other side’ (which might not 
happen), we should focus on trying to deep-
en mutual understanding. This can start by 
taking the initiative to listen to people with 
different opinions, and actually consider the 
reasons why they believe in a certain opinion. 
In trying to propose a perspective, one should 
aim to guide others to understand the per-
spective, instead of forcing others to do so by 
means of intimidation. By being inclusive and 
welcoming, we construct a platform on which 
we find best resolutions that cater to the needs 
of the most, thus decreasing the impacts of a 
divide caused by misinformation.

We must not expect automatically good 
discourse. Instead, we should be vigilant, in-
sisting on quality media and ensuring that 
government remains responsive and responsi-
ble. This is how we can battle the onslaught of 
fake news. § Cyrus Ma
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How does  
a democracy  
fail?
BY HUGO CHAN



D i s C o u r s e .  Equality. Freedom. 
When we inevitably encounter 
the question of why a democ-
racy is good, these are the by-
words that roll effortlessly off our 

tongue. However, this does beg the question - 
if democracy is so good, why do democracies 
fail?

Democracies are founded on the very vir-
tue that they are, as Abraham Lincoln said,  
“a government of the people, by the people, 
for the people.” The people (as voters) are 
the most vital element of a democracy and as 
such, when the people fall, so follows the de-
mocracy. So the question we should be asking 
is, how do voters fall?

Contrary to public perception, voting 
rights are not absolute in democracies. Take 
the United States of America as an exam-
ple: in 43 of its states, mentally ill or devel-
opmentally disabled people are disqualified 
from voting. But in addition to these de jure 
disenfranchisements, large numbers of other 
persons in the US must also forego the vote. 
This widespread de facto disenfranchisement 
suggests an unpalatable but inescapable truth: 
Democracy in America is failing.

The question of how President Donald 
J. Trump ascended to power is one that has 
been asked many times since the election, and 
much of the answer lies in the voters. To anal-
yse how voters are influenced, three perspec-
tives are taken: The creation of echo-cham-
bers, the polarisation of society, and the rise 
of irrationalism. 

The word ‘discourse’ is thrown around 
as if the very act of discussion and debate 
is inherently beneficial, but the truth is that 
there exists a fine line between discourse and 
echo-chambers, and quite a few voters have 

© 2017 by Jomar on Unsplash 11
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crossed that line by a considerable step. One 
very apt example is that of the Tiki Torch Ral-
ly in Charlottesville, participated by Neo-Na-
zis and White-Nationalists. These echo-cham-
bers manifest when everyone in a particular 
discussion concurs with others of the same 
opinion, shutting out all contradictory beliefs 
and opinions - this legitimises, strengthens, 
and amplifies their beliefs, creating vicious 
chambers where groups of people shout their 
beliefs into the crowd and hear it reflected 
back to them by others shouting the same be-
lief—hence, the echo in chambers. 

When these people are confronted by facts 
not in line with the reality they believe, they 
react not with reason, but with anger, convic-
tion, and laughter. Another ideal example is 
that of the Flat-Earth Society, which ties in 
with the concept of confirmation bias, which 
is the tendency that most people have to find 
information that confirms one’s own pre-ex-
isting biases and neglecting other informa-
tion. The ramification for a democracy is that 
people no longer go by what is right, and what 
is beneficial for society. Instead, they move 
towards concepts that tie in with their own 
reality, and spend time and money solving 
problems that aren’t actual problems. Case 
in point:  the recently disbanded Presiden-
tial Advisory Committee on Election Integri-
ty (aka the Voter Fraud Commission), which 
spent months and large amounts of federal 
money to prove President Trump’s infamous 
claim that there were ‘3 million illegal voters’ 
in the 2016 election. 

Again, the example of President Trump 
and the American political parties (Demo-
cratic and Republican) is particularly apt as 
a showcase of what identity politics can do 
to a nation. Indeed, the dichotomisation of 

elections also separates voters - Frequently by 
whether they identify as liberals, or conserva-
tives. This also ties in with the theory of social 
identity, where a person’s sense of who they 
are is dependent on their social memberships 
or classes, which also accentuates the differ-
ence in opinions, forcing more division. How? 
Let’s stand in the shoes of a liberal. If some-
one identifies as a conservative, then he/she 
is a direct attack on my identity as a liberal. 
Hence, I’m incentivised to ignore whatever 
opinions that conservative brings on the table, 
and vice versa. This division was only exacer-
bated by the populist campaign that President 
Trump ran - one that expertly and relentless-
ly stoked Americans’ anger and hate at the 
Democratic Party and President Obama’s lib-
eral policies (of those, a conspicuous example 
is Obamacare). 

Populism (n; a political philosophy sup-
porting the rights and power of the people in 
their struggle against a privileged elite). Un-
like the aristocracies of centuries past, democ-
racies are not supposed to have an entrenched 
political elite – indeed, by definition, a dem-
ocratic state does not allow the existence of a 
political class with an inherent right to rule. 
Yet when we cut through President Trump’s 
bombastic veneer, we begin to see that the 
Trump campaign has fashioned its candidate 
as someone who is revolting against the elites 
(in the form of political dynasties such as the 
Bushes, Clintons and Kennedys), alongside 
the people. In part, Donald Trump’s refusal 
to apologise and his rather coarse personality 
(perfectly showcased in the “sh*thole coun-
tries” incident) has made him remarkably 
popular with the voters. Even as the political 
elites of the country continue to endorse Jeb 
Bush and Hillary Clinton, neither of the two 



are truly appealing to voters, seeing as the 
average American voter has seen decades of 
the two political castes facing off against each 
other. As such, the Trump campaign quickly 
gained traction among voters who feel ne-
glected by the two parties. 

Myopia is the medical condition where the 
person is short-sighted, and has been appro-
priated to also mean that voters have the par-
ticular habit of only being concerned with the 
immediate short-run (hence, short-sighted-
ness). Taking the past 10 American elections 
as an example, it becomes evident that if the 
economy is in a boom before the election, the 
President (or his party’s nominee) is much 
more likely to emerge as the victor. Converse-
ly, if the economy is declining in the months 
and weeks before an election, the chances of 
the challenger winning are hugely increased. 

While I endeavour to avoid sweeping gen-
eralisations, it should be said that the aver-
age voter, no matter what nationality, is not 
inclined to venture deep into the minute 
details of foreign/economic policy. As such, 
soundbites such as ‘Build A Wall’, ‘Drain the 
Swamp’, and ‘Lock Her Up’ remain critical 
to a campaign, as the majority of the voter 
base thinks of these slogans much more of-
ten than they would of a detailed tax plan. 
Referring back to the aforementioned voter 

myopia, voters should have the responsibili-
ty to educate themselves on who they think is 
the best candidate for their ideals. However, 
it often happens that voters remain focused 
on the immediate short-run and the repeti-
tion of campaign slogans, leading voters to ir-
rationally vote for who they feel is best, rather 
than who they think is best. This might seem 
harmless in one or two cases, but when seen 
on a macroscopic level where the entire voter 
base votes for the candidate with the loudest 
chants, that’s where the trouble begins. 

So, what do we do? As Louis L’Amour so 
aptly put it, “To make democracy work, we 
must be a nation of participants, not simply 
observers. One who does not vote has no right 
to complain.” By actively participating in a 
democracy, escaping the traps of polarisation, 
populism, and myopia, we can slowly push 
back the rising tide of misinformation and 
manipulation, changing the nation by voting 
for what you truly believe in. 

The cornerstone of a democracy is the par-
ticipation of the populace. But when quite a 
significant portion of the voters start making 
uninformed choices, when they start being 
manipulated, and when they start trying to 
demonise their ideological opposition, that’s 
when the democracy itself is delegitimised. 
And that’s how a democracy falls. §

 “Democracy is the worst form of government, 
except for all the others.”

—Winston Churchill,  
11 November 1947
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North Korea at the 
Olympic Games: 
peace in the making 
or a disaster in 
disguise?
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I
f  y o u ’ v e  B e e N  f o l l o W i N g  any 
major news outlets over the past couple 
of months, you would likely have read or 
watched a report which included the fol-
lowing terms: “North Korea” and “Win-

ter Olympic Games 2018”. Now, it seems 
highly unlikely that these terms could be put 
together in the same report, but in reality, 
they have been, and this brings us to one of 
the hottest debates in international relations. 
What were North Korea and Kim Jong Un 
trying to achieve by sending athletes to com-
pete in the Winter Olympics? Did they act 
with good or bad intentions? Are we edging 

closer to a world wherein the citizens of North 
Korea will finally be able to escape the tortur-
ous realm of their dictator? Or are we edging 
closer to a world constantly beleaguered by 
the threat of nuclear war?

First and foremost, we must seek to an-
swer a question which has baffled the gener-
al public from the moment it arose: Why was 
North Korea at the Winter Olympics, and 
what were they trying to achieve? Two theo-
ries in response to this question have taken 
hold, each equally viable. The first theory sug-
gests that North Korea was there to do what 
the world had hoped it would do for decades: 

North Korean cheerleaders, almost ubiquitous with their nation's participation in the 2018 Winter Olympics at 
Pyeongchang, have captured much of the international media's attention with their synchronised moves.
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to extend an olive branch to the international 
community, as well as indicate their willing-
ness to adapt a softened stance in denucle-
arisation negotiations. This would definitely 
be considered to be the best-case scenario, as 
North Korea’s return from its lengthy period 
of isolation would instigate positive change on 
a global scale, in areas such as security, econ-
omy, and trade. However, as everyone should 
know by now, there is definitely more to Su-
preme Leader Kim and his regime than meets 
the eye, given his constant changes in diplo-
matic stance over the past decade. Therefore, 
an alternate theory behind North Korea’s 
surprising appearance at the Winter Olympics 
has been suggested.

North Korea, having been effectively liv-
ing on the brink of a complete collapse since 
the demise of the Soviet Union, are running 
out of money, food and industrial resources, 
which they barely had in the first place. Cou-
pled with relentless sanctions, punishments by 
the United Nations and the gradual distanc-
ing of its former ally in China, Kim Jong Un 
has finally come to the realisation that even 
he, the seemingly untouchable and invincible 
Supreme Leader, will eventually reach a day 
where he finds himself as hungry as his starv-
ing citizens, unless sanctions are lifted and 
funds are replenished. Therefore, he sees the 
Winter Olympics, a stage where internation-
al leaders are able to convene, interact and 
unify through sport, as the perfect opportu-
nity to mend damaged relationships as well as 
to forge new ones. Furthermore, the regime 
could capitalise on these new relationships 
to replenish their funds and resources, with 
the aim of using them in ways which may be 
detrimental to the international community, 
such as the continuation and further develop-
ment of their nuclear programme.

North Korea’s participation in the Winter 
Olympics certainly made global headlines, 
but will it actually bring change within the 
mysterious regime itself? The truth is, in ac-
cordance with recent positive developments 
between North Korea, South Korea and the 
United States, we cannot be sure. On one 
hand, there is the Kim Jong Un we are all fa-
miliar with, ruthless, selfish, and everything 
that matches the textbook description of a dic-
tator. Widely considered to be the protagonist 
of his regime’s gradual demise, this version of 
dictator is one that does not deserve our sym-
pathy or help. He is also largely responsible 
for the mass corruption within the regime and 
the atrocious human rights record the regime 
possesses, with North Korea being ranked a 
shocking 175 out of 177 countries in Trans-
parency International’s 2013 Corruption Per-
ceptions Index, as well as being ranked the 
worst in terms of human rights violations by 
organisations such as Amnesty International 
and Human Rights Watch. This means that 
even if Kim Jong Un’s pr stunt at the Winter 
Olympics does work, and sanctions are lifted 
and trade routes are re-established, chances 
are the citizens of North Korea wouldn’t even 
know and certainly wouldn’t benefit.

However, if we take a look at things from 
a different perspective, we may well be seeing 
living standards within the regime raised sig-
nificantly, if positive and forthcoming attitude 
currently displayed by Kim Jong Un and the 
regime remains. Over the past four years, it has 
come to the world’s attention that the North 
Korea government, hidden away behind the 
closed doors of their hermit kingdom, have 
been busy at work in the field of technological 
advancement. Specifically, they seek techno-
logical improvements with a view to improv-
ing the citizens’ quality of life, by means such 



as improvements in public transport, mobile 
phone technology and infrastructure. For ex-
ample, in 2015, North Korea unveiled a fleet 
of public buses as well as street lamps which 
they claimed to operate completely on solar 
power, which greatly improved the quality 
of life for North Korean citizens, especially 
those who reside in rural areas. In 2018, they 
also unveiled the prototype for a state-of-the-
art smartphone, the Arirang 171, with tech-
nological capabilities said to be equal to most 
modern-day smartphones. Furthermore, in 
addition to technological advancements, Kim 
Jong Un has sanctioned family reunions with 
South Korea, allowing families with members 
on both sides of the border to finally reunite 
for a short period of time. Two examples of 
such reunions were held over the aforemen-
tioned time period, which is a positive figure 
considering this had never been done before 
in the 50-odd years since the conclusion of the 
Korean War. Finally, North Korea has also 
gradually opened its doors to tourists, albeit to 
restricted locations, but this can still be seen 
as an act of openness and forward thinking. 
Ever since 2013, North Korea has been ded-
icating funds towards the establishment of a 
tourist industry, and such a policy has already 
begun to bear fruit, with North Korea’s an-
nual gDp increasing at a steady rate of 3.9% 
each year. These are all very promising signs, 
and they all point to the fact that the North 
Korean government is finally attempting to 
look after its citizens, which would be bene-
ficial and certainly very much appreciated by 
the international community. Therefore, if the 
aforementioned version of Leader Kim’s king-
dom was present at the Winter Olympics, we 
might finally be staring at the light at the end 
of the tunnel, which is the conflict between 
North Korea and the Western nations.

The extent of the impact felt within the re-
gime may be debatable, but how will the rest 
of the world be affected? We can start off by 
predicting the effects resulting from chang-
es in North Korea’s nuclear programme, the 
subject most feared by neighbouring nations 
due to its threatening nature. Following the 
Winter Olympics, two things could happen 
to North Korea’s nuclear program and arse-
nal. Once again, a best-case and worst-case 
scenario will appear. At best, North Korea 
would finally acknowledge the need for de-
commissioning their nuclear programme and 
softening their nuclear stance in order for dis-
cussions to move forward, and this may well 
be the first step towards the ultimate goal, the 
potential reunification of Korea. However, at 
worst, North Korea may well have been play-
ing us all for fools, and never even had the 
slightest intent to moderate their stance, and 
instead are intent on using the Winter Olym-
pics as an opportunity to strengthen their nu-
clear arsenal. The two contrasting courses of 
action will lead to contrasting results, either 
jeopardising the world’s security or achiev-
ing the opposite—making the world a better 
place.

In conclusion, although general consensus 
points to the unsettling fact that North Korea 
may well be using the Winter Olympics as an 
opportunity to deceive the world about its bad 
intentions, nothing is conclusive as of now. In 
fact, recent ground-breaking developments, 
which include the historical meeting between 
Kim Jong Un and South Korean president 
Moon Jae In, which took place earlier this 
year, suggests that a conclusion to this conflict 
may well be on the near horizon. North Korea 
at the Winter Olympics: a disaster in disguise 
or peace in the making? Let’s just cross our 
fingers and hope for the latter. § seaN liNN
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A s  fa r  a s  s C a M s  g o ,  p y r a M i D 
schemes have reigned supreme, mostly 

remaining just ahead of the law while continu-
ing to exploit consumers and conning them 
out of thousands or millions. Meanwhile, 
other money-making schemes have fared less 
well, either outlawed or gone out of fashion. 
Pyramid schemes, though having a long his-
tory, are still up and running – they can be 
found virtually everywhere, making good use 
of legal loopholes and playing with people’s 
minds. How do these pyramid schemes actu-
ally function in real life? They take on a met-
aphoric meaning. They work in the form of a 
pyramid, with the originators of the scheme 
working from the very top, then gradually ex-
panding to reach a broader base at the bot-
tom, thus creating a pyramidal shape in terms 
of the financial structure of exploitation. 

A famous example would be the “Women 
Empowering Women” scheme (WeW), which 
is still operating as a perfectly legal organisa-
tion, but embodies every defining feature of 
pyramid schemes. Firstly, a woman must pay 
£3000 to gain membership in this seemingly 
exclusive society, with this membership sug-
ar-coated as an “investment” that would yield 
long-term profits down the road, after which 
her name would be added to a “heart chart”. 
This new member would then take the ini-
tiative to recruit eight other women into this 
organisation, and collect £3000 from each 
of them in turn, thus making a net profit of 
£21000 when she leaves the society. 

PYRAMID 
SCHEMES

This programme would work well indeed, 
but only in theory; unless there were an in-
finite number of women in this world that en-
abled this scheme to operate indefinitely, the 
number of participants in this scheme would 
eventually be exhausted, of which the conse-
quence is the women at the bottom of the pyr-
amid suffering huge losses since they could no 
longer secure eight additional supporters to 
continue the chain. Clearly, this scheme ex-
poses these poor women to financial hardship 
after exploiting them for their membership 
fees without an opportunity for them to re-
gain compensation. They simply have no way 
out of the programme after getting dragged 
into the obviously rigged structure. Financial-
ly speaking, the earlier you take part in this 
borderline fraudulent scheme, the better your 
chances of getting out of it unscathed with 
your assets intact. In terms of principles, this 
kind of scheme is morally repugnant, working 
exploitatively and perpetuating a clear ripoff 
of well-intentioned customers.

Pyramid schemes that work along the lines 
of Women Empowering Women are a dime a 
dozen, and collectively they have scammed 
potentially millions out of innocent consum-
ers who have no idea what is in store for them 
once they agree to be recruited into this or-
ganisation or that one. However, WEW stands 
out from the others, not least because the man-
ner in which it promotes its business model 
and the implicit message it sends to potential 
members make a very appealing case when 
combined. Feminism has been on the uptick 
since mid-20th century, but WEW goes be-
yond the usual confines in terms of playing 
into this narrative of empowering women and 
letting them be independent decision mak-
ers with full autonomy. By encouraging them 



to participate in this recruitment process, at 
least in the early stages of the scheme, it is 
easy to understand why women would be at-
tracted to this organisation in the first place, 
as WeW seems to smartly hit two birds with 
one stone. It helps promote the message lying 
at the crux of the feminist movement—having 
control over your own life and being your own 
boss of your own business, while also allow-
ing the “investors” to turn a handsome profit. 
With this in mind, it is no wonder WeW has 
thrived for so long, and is still able to garner 
support nowadays, long after the entire oper-
ation has been exposed as a purely profit-ori-
ented scheme to con women out of their life 
savings as opposed to aiding them in their ef-
forts to further their own financial pursuits.

The exclusive nature of Women Empow-
ering Women which makes it so influential is 
therefore its ability to bait its target audience 
with an extremely impressive social narrative 
that appeals to the whole of the female pop-
ulation, demonstrating how when marketing 
is done right and paired with a powerful so-
cial incentive the effects can be remarkable. 
Therefore, social marketing tactics are a very 
compelling tool to create buzz, especially 
when the subject material is as broad and dis-
cussion-worthy as feminism. A lot of wom-
en fall prey to this scheme because they can 
no longer keep a rational calculus—the idea 
of individual empowerment is so tantalising 
that they lose their ability to see through the 
smokescreen. These tactics already pose a 
great threat, since this social mechanism gives 
conmen even more leeway to take advantage 
of unassuming consumers and easily make 
up some excuse that has to do with social 
movements and rally people to their cause. 
Black Lives Matter and similar trends rang-

ing from populism to racism can all become 
tools of conmen, converted into money-mak-
ing machines without their original spirit or 
content, which defeats the whole purpose of 
pursuing social movements. Moreover, since 
the recruiters are also women who have been 
tricked themselves, they will be exceptionally 
persuasive in order to fool potential support-
ers so that they can turn a profit and benefit 
personally from the scheme, and the innocent 
commonly take the bait because they blindly 
believe in these ambitious women who have 
successfully entered into this business ven-
ture, not expecting these passionate existing 
members of having an ulterior motive and not 
realising that as soon as you join this scam you 
will be forced to coerce or cajole others into 
endorsing it for the sole purpose of getting 
back your deposit in the first place.

One other characteristic of pyramid 
schemes that shows them in such a bad light 
is quite obvious, but its harms are more of-
ten than not overlooked. It should be noted 
that as a scheme goes on, and money chang-
es hands from one layer to the next, nothing 
whatsoever is actually produced. There is no 
contribution to society, or any resemblance of 
a product, either tangible or intellectual, that 
is made when the scheme operates, thus ren-
dering this whole operation completely worth-
less and robbing it of any possible virtue.

It is clear that pyramid schemes are ab-
horrent, and the fact that some of them are 
still able to retain legality indicates that gov-
ernments still have a long way to go to better 
protect their citizens from being victimised 
by ruthless conmen practicing these sleazy, 
borderline-criminal schemes. Close the loop-
holes. Raise the punishments. Exploitation 
should not be abetted.  § JustiN so
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I stood up and since I wanted to say something, I said, rath-
er confusedly, that I hadn’t intended to kill the Arab. The 
presiding judge replied that I had always made that claim 
but that, up until now, he has found it difficult to understand 
my defence and that he would be happy, before hearing my 
lawyer, to have me explain in detail what had motivated 
me to commit my crime. I said rather quickly, muddling up 
my words a bit and completely aware of how ridiculous I 
sounded, that it was because of the sun. Laughter rang out 
in the courtroom.

Albert Camus' L'etranger

In the story of L’etranger (‘The Outsider’) by 
Albert Camus (portrait in previous spread), 
the protagonist was tried in court for murder-
ing an Arab. During his trial, he was portrayed 
as a ‘criminal soul’ who demonstrated ‘the 
heartlessness of a criminal’, as seen by the 
prosecution’s declaration ‘for we are not deal-
ing with an ordinary murder, an impulsive act 
that you might consider to be attenuated by 
mitigating circumstances’, and the steadfast 
conclusion that he must be hanged.

One thing to draw from the prosecution’s 
statements is that they vehemently rejected the 
argument that the act of homicide was merely 
impulsive, and insisted it was a premeditat-
ed murder. However, as we look into the pro-
tagonist’s own narrative, he simply killed the 
Arab by chance, not at all as the prosecution 
believed.

From the outsider’s narrative, we delve 
into understanding of how criminals are treat-

ed and often misunderstood in the criminal 
reform system. What does it say about our 
search for causes of violent crime under the 
current framework of analysing human be-
haviour?

P s y C H o l o g y,  a scientific field com-
prising a number of schools of thought 
that provide explanations of the for-

mation of various human behaviours. The bi-
ological approach is one of the most influen-
tial schools of thought in understanding how 
humans behave. It proposes that there are 
physiological origins of behaviour and that 
human beings should be studied in terms of 
their biology. Biological research in the 21st 
century has identified numerous physiologi-
cal factors, such as brain abnormalities, neu-
rotransmitters, hormones, and genes, that 
play a role in behaviour and cognition. The 
long -established belief that biological inheri-

Marcello Mastroianni as Merseult in Luchi-
no Visconti's 1967 adaptation of L'etranger >



tance influences our behaviour is supported 
by substantial case studies, laboratory ex-
periments and animal research, etc. In the 
discourse of biological causes of criminality, 
scientists often provide the public with cor-
relational conclusions that imply a relation-
ship between chemical levels and degree of 
aggressiveness, or the level of activity in cer-
tain brain areas is linked to the likelihood of 
losing one’s self -control. These findings have 
undoubtedly influenced the public perception 
of criminality. Yet, the danger of overgeneral-
ization and misconception is often ignored by 
the general public, namely the confusion of 
correlation and causality, and illusion of cer-
tainty in scientific findings.

The logical fallacy between correlation 
and causality arises from the idea of ‘an in-

born criminal’, which is supported by biopsy-
chologists as they believe that certain brain 
and biochemical characteristics that would 
predispose children to exhibit higher levels of 
aggression are symptoms of inborn criminal-
ity. As early as in the 19th Century, biologists 
have attempted to analyse factors that might 
determine if a person was ‘born to be a crim-
inal’. In 1878, Italian criminologist Cesare 
Lombroso postulated that 40% of criminals 
were 'born criminals'. He claimed it is possible 
that they could be identified from their skull 
and facial features. According to his belief, 
criminals were regressing to a primitive type 
of man, with physical features similar to those 
of an ape. Lombroso even went so far as to 
suggest that criminals had ‘distinctive’ phys-
ical characteristics. For instance, a head that 
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was different in size and shape to the head of 
those of the same race, the asymmetry of the 
face, eye defects or peculiarities.

Needless to say, his theory has been dis-
approved by the majority of psychologists as 
the physical differentiation between criminals 
and non criminals has been found to be sta-
tistically insignificant. However, with the ad-
vanced technology in modern-day society, the 
argument of biological determinism has be-
gun to regain academic legitimacy and public 
recognition.

Illusion of certainty in scientific findings 
with the introduction of technology is arguably 
detrimental to the public understanding of 
biological determinism. Research conducted 
by Professor Adrian Raine on brain structural 
analysis indicates the increasing popularity of 
biological research in the field of psychology, 
and the public’s inability to acknowledge un-
certainty of thereof. In the 1990s, Professor 
Raine promoted the use of brain  scanning 
technology in the study of criminals. The use 
of these techniques supports the hypothesis 
that the absence of brain activities were linked 
to lower levels of self -control. In one study, 
both murderers and non -murderers were re-
cruited to measure their brain activity when 
completing basic tasks. His researches show 
that murderers generally had far lower levels of 

brain activity in the prefrontal cortex area, an 
area which has been found to be responsible 
for planning, reasoning and problem- solving. 
Biologists believe that low levels of activity in 
this area tend to be associated with weakened 
control of emotional responses, particularly in 
extreme circumstances.

Raine’s scientific discoveries, amongst 
others, have enabled brain scans and genetic 
identification to qualify as evidence of inborn 
criminality. However, the difference between 
possessing biological traits that are notably 
prevalent in criminals and being an inborn 
criminal is often misunderstood by laymen. 
For instance, when judges are presented with 
biological evidence, they offer much greater 
leniency to those who they believe to have an 
innate violent tendency. In one case, a person 
who had been convicted of murder was given 
a relatively light sentence as the judge con-
cluded that his genetic make up ‘would make 
him particularly aggressive in stressful situa-
tions’. This research has incidentally created a 
public misconception that biology determines 
one’s criminality.

Troy Duster, a professor of sociology and 
bioethics at New York University, has ex-
pressed concerns on the limitations of bio-
logical research, saying ‘[e]very era believes 
that the technology and the methodology 
have improved,’ he said, ‘but the science itself 
is problematic.’ His concerns over the find-
ings of biological research boils down to the 
methodological weaknesses of the biological 
approach.

In fact, the general public without the 
knowledge of scientific methodology may 
have difficulties with understanding thor-
oughly the nature of biological research. The 
methodology adopted by biopsychologists 

Illusion of certainty in 
scientific findings with the 
introduction of technology 
is arguably detrimental to 
the public understanding of 
biological determinism.



is correlational in nature, which means that 
a cause and effect relationship between be-
haviour and physiological factors cannot be 
established. Professor Terrie Moffitt, who has 
devoted her life to understanding the effect 
of gene expression, maintained that her con-
clusions regarding Mao a gene expression are 
only ‘suggestive’. Additionally, she emphasis-
es the importance of nurture in determining 
future behaviour. Without looking at psycho-
logical research, it is unambiguously clear that 
children who have violent parents may not 
become criminals themselves, and children 
who display violence may not have aggressive 
parents.

Some studies may come up with the oppo-
site conclusion that intergenerational crimes 
exist within families, but the presence of con-
tradictory findings on physiological factors 
reinforced the idea of taking scientific find-
ings with caution.

However, the detrimental impact of the il-
lusion of certainty in biological research has 

been downplayed by the majority of gener-
al publications. In the coverage of Professor 
Raine’s research, the majority of reports tend-
ed to emphasize that there were differences in 
the brains of violent murderers compared to 
that of non-murderers but failed to deliver the 
fact that there were thousands of people with 
similar brain patterns who behaved perfectly 
normally and had never committed murder. 
The absolute reliance on physiological causes 
to explain criminal behaviour is simply un-
grounded.

Instead of pursuing the biological ap-
proach, some may argue that environmental 
factors like socioeconomic conditions, expo-
sure to violence and parenting methods are 
determinative causes of criminality. For in-
stance, as Roman emperor and philosopher 
Marcus Aurelius put it, poverty is perceived 
to be ‘the mother of crime’. However, these 
factors that are believed to be ‘causing crime’ 
are easily refuted by an abundance of sta-
tistical findings and case studies. However, 
during the Great Depression, a time of un-
precedented economic hardship, crime rates 
dropped when unemployment hit 25%. On 
the other hand, exposure to violence does not 
necessarily give rise to criminal behaviour. 
Statistical findings show that youthful violent 
crimes have decreased while violent video 
game sales have skyrocketed in recent years. 
In 2011, the U.S. Supreme Court referred to 
psychological research on violent video games 
as ‘unpersuasive’ and noted that such correla-
tional research had inherent methodological 
shortcomings, because ‘nearly all of the re-
search is based on correlation, not evidence 
of causation’.

The idea of ‘inborn criminals’ or ‘man made 
criminals’ is not supported by sufficient em-©
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Marcus Aurelius as a bronze equestrian 
statue in the Piazza del Campidoglio, Rome.
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pirical evidence and its reductionist approach 
render it hardly generalisable to the general 
population. Research on criminal behaviour 
are reflective of the fact that crime is not lim-
ited to a particular economic, ethnic, cultur-
al, racial, or any other demographic group. 
As the majority of psychologists have pointed 
out, the overgeneralisation of research find-
ings and the overemphasis on the search for 
definite causes contributed to the public trend 
of attributing causes of criminal behaviour 
overwhelmingly to dispositional factors. The 
focus on root causes has shifted the attention 
from identifying alternative factors that may 
have played a role in the development of one’s 
criminality, as well as the purpose of prevent-
ing crime.

H a v i N g  D i s C u s s e D  a wide range 
of factors that might have played a 
role in contributing to the formation 

of one’s criminal behaviour, the fundamental 
causes of crime remain elusive.

Unsurprisingly, this never- ending search 
for causes of crime may be explained with a 
simple but unfortunate truth: crime is the re-
sult of a combination of factors, and its laby-
rinthine formation is difficult to understand, 
even by government officials, experienced law 
enforcement officers and well -educated schol-
ars. Without a comprehensive understanding 
of exactly what causes crime, some may raise 
the question: can there be a solution for crim-
inal form?

At the outset, the issue of root-cause anal-
ysis must be addressed to verify whether it 
is a valid method of coming up with a solu-
tion for reducing criminal behaviour. ‘Why 
is there this persistent focus on causation?’ 
Kevin Dowling, a criminal investigator, once 

explained that such a tendency arises from ‘a 
deep- rooted human need to find recognisable 
patterns in our experiences and to be in con-
trol within an otherwise chaotic world.’ Rath-
er than root cause analysis to establish causal-
ity between extraneous variables and criminal 
behaviour, Dowling suggests that the atten-
tion of law enforcement and the scientific 
community should be drawn to the situations 
that allow criminal behaviour to flourish and 
thrive. For instance, theories in the field of 
criminology such as the routine activity theo-
ry are beginning to receive recognition. It pos-
tulates that the likelihood of a crime occur-
ring depends on the presence of a motivated 
offender, a vulnerable victim and the absence 
of a capable guardian. These ideas have con-



tributed to a paradigm shift in understanding 
crime, where the focus has shifted from the 
strong emphasis on the offender to the situa-
tional opportunities that allow them to com-
mit crimes.

The problem of gun violence exemplifies 
the importance of situational opportuni-
ty. Statistics indicate that two of every three 
American homicide victims are killed with 

firearms. The number of public mass shoot-
ings in the United States is dramatically high-
er than those in other countries. The homicide 
rate in the United States is also the highest 
amongst other developed countries. These 
findings illustrate an indisputable fact—with 
more guns, more gun violence tends to occur. 
In Hong Kong, there is relatively little gun 
violence, which can be explained by policies 
that limit opportunities for criminals. In or-
der to obtain a firearm licence, the existing 
law requires an understanding of firearm safe-
ty and the law, tested in a theoretical and/or 
practical training course. Instead of focusing 
on the search for definite causes, policymak-
ers impose restrictions on obtaining a fire-
arm to control lethal violence, and this kind 
of opportunity -oriented policy is found to 
be successful in controlling gun violence in 
Hong Kong. According to the Crime Statis-
tics Comparison provided by the Hong Kong 
Police Force, there were no robberies with 
firearms and three robberies with arms (stun 
guns) in 2017.

Other than the focus of situational oppor-
tunities, the issue of public misunderstanding 
should be resolved both in the legal system 
and the public sphere. The use of psycholo-
gy’s scientific claims in the courtroom is only 
one of many examples of how the findings 
of these authoritative figures are turned into 
unwarranted facts, creating the illusion of the 
existence of ‘inborn criminals’. In court set-
tings, psychologists are often perceived as ex-
pert witnesses, and their expert opinion are 
often treated with confidence by judges. The 
tendency to bestow lenient punishment based 
on inconclusive scientific findings and mis-
understanding of psychological research can 
be dangerous to the criminal reform system, 

Statistics indicate 
that two of every 
three American 
homicide victims are 
killed with firearms.
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particularly the court’s treatment of expert 
opinions.

A study conducted by Ogloff (1995) re-
viewed more than 450 cases in which the 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inven-
tory (MMpi), a psychological test that as-
sesses psychopathology for those suspected 
of having mental health or other clinical is-
sues, was used in court cases in the United 
States. Researchers found that in many cases 
the MMpi was clearly used for purposes for 
which it was not validated. For instance, ex-
pert opinion provided by psychologists and 
others argued that ‘the profile obtained in-
dicates that the accused was – or was not – 
criminally responsible or competent to stand’, 
and hence ‘should have his or her sentence 
mitigated’. The same misunderstanding has 
also arisen in the public sphere, where mis-
understanding of criminal behaviour uncon-
sciously affected one’s judgement of criminal 
acts. A study conducted in 2010 discovered 
that college students were more lenient in 
judging criminal behaviour when the criminal 
act was described as linked to a ‘chemical im-
balance’ rather than to ‘abusive parents’, even 
though the connection between the biological 
evidence and violence was tenuous in nature. 
These real-life examples reiterate the idea of 
how public misconception contributed to the 
failure of criminal reform, and fundamental-
ly distorted the general understanding of hu-
man behaviour.

The result of public misunderstanding can 
be seen in problematic policy-making within 
the criminal reform system. In the 1990s, the 
us National Mental Health Advisory Council 
proposed the Violence Initiative, with the in-
tention of identifying children and youth that 
are believed to be biologically or genetically 

predisposed to violence. Although the project 
was terminated because of its unethical impli-
cation of segregations and racial discrimina-
tion, it nevertheless pointed out the potential 
disaster of using scientific research on causes 
of criminality to pursue crime control strat-
egies, without recognising the limitations of 
psychological research. Claiming that certain 
genes or certain socioeconomic background 
are definite causes of criminality would only 
result in discriminatory policies that would 
not only be ineffective in eradicating violent 
crimes, but catastrophic to society as a whole.

To conclude, the way to understand crime 
must be reshaped in the academic field, the 
legal system and the public sphere in a num-
ber of ways. Firstly, extraneous factors should 
not be considered in examining one’s criminal 
behaviour to lessen one’s culpability, because 
these factors are immaterial to one’s criminal 
actions, and at the end, in the words of Pres-
ident George Bush, ‘every of us faces the in-
nate temptation to succumb to evil and yet al-
ways has the freedom to instead choose to do 
good’. With reference to aforementioned in-
stances where psychologists took advantage of 
public misunderstanding and illusion of sci-
entific certainty in court testimonies, it is ar-
gued that factors such as one’s socioeconom-
ic conditions and physiological dysfunctions 
should be given little weight in the implemen-
tation of punishments. Secondly, the public 
should be cautious when looking into scien-
tific discoveries on possible causes of crime, 
as they are merely suggestive and inconclusive 
in identifying ‘root causes’ of crime. Last but 
not least, policies on crime control should be 
centred on the idea of opportunity, as the way 
in which violent crimes are committed is like-
wise affected by circumstances. §



INNOCENT

The first day, as I came sliding
Down the mountainous, treacherous path,
You appeared, unbridled, kindling
with that slight, innocuous whisper of defeat, which is—

I, destined to be immortal, took flight
Once more, on the illuminous, unclear cobble path.
In the deepening mist, oily floating clouds barraged in
With artificial lions roaring their soundbite, again, and again.
Disgust filled me, with disgrace by my side.
 
Come more days
Of the bittersweet month of the Equinox,
I find you filled with an assortment of sweet and milked nectar—
That sweet elixir which I know contains hints of poisoning, 

stirring at the bottom.
Which, knowing you, is nothing more than knowing that
Defeat comes to those who are the best prepared,
And myself, well equipped, defensible, powerful—
Still desirably slurp down the juices of fear,
Ultimately leading to the destruction of me, after my naked 

throat becomes nothing but dry, myself becoming nothing 
but weak.

You tell me one word, that it is ‘enough’. That I have fought the 
good fight—

That I am the superior one, but in this world, you win over me.
And all those feelings I had for you just vanish into wisps of 

broken defamation, shards of ironed glass
For you are already blindsided by not only the seeds of anger,
But the sin of mistrust and the deed of defiance renders me 

having no choice but to decide that leading you to an 
epiphany from there, I’m afraid,

is quite impossible at this current stage.

❒  M a t t h e w  C h i u

u n w i n d  /  p o e m

2 9
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u n w i n d  /  a r t

Wh e n  t h e  s C h o o l ’ s  senior 
choir flew to London last April to rep-
resent Hong Kong in the International 

Youth Choir Festival 2017, one of the things we did 
was perform in the Royal Festival Hall in South-
bank Centre. As we walked around the complex, I 
noticed a small shop that had an entire wall ded-
icated to prints. One struck me in particular: an 
A2 poster by Milton Glaser—who created, among 
countless graphic masterpieces, the “I LOVE NY” 
logo—that had a baby blue paint bucket with 
a red paintbrush half-dipped in white paint. 
The paint bucket was emblazoned with “ART IS 
WORK”. I’ve had the poster up in my bedroom 
for a while now, but only recently did I really start 
thinking about Glaser’s aphorism, and it certainly 
wasn’t for this article.

I suppose, given its terseness, that Glaser intend-
ed “ART IS WORK” to be equivocal and polysemic, 
but I’ve always read the predicate as an affirmation 
of the hard work required from artists to produce 
art. Intuitively, the grammar doesn’t suggest that 
“work” means “a job”, because “art” is a noun and 
not a nominalisation. But perhaps more important-
ly, given the profusion of “artists” that have graced 
us, it seems pretty hard to prove that “artist” is not 
a profound job. “Art is a Job”, then, seems com-
monsensical and hence, as an artistic statement, 
somewhat redundant. We have the Nobel Prize 
in Literature (that, seeing Bob Dylan’s 2016 win, is 
open and accepting as to what constitutes “litera-
ture”), the Academy Awards, and the Turner Prize, 

which all celebrate artistic achievement. The big-
gest landmarks in the world, such as the Eiffel Tow-
er, the Louvre, and St Peter’s Basilica—just to name 
a few—are often undeniably pieces of art, and their 
popularity seems to indicate society’s appreciation 
for the artists’ blood, toil, tears, and sweat.

But what about modern art? I just gave you clas-
sic examples steeped in history; what’s up with pro-
ducing or studying art today?

From a financial standpoint, most artists don’t 
earn much. The prize-winning science fiction writ-
er Monica Byrne calls making a living as an artist 
“an impossible quest”. Before she won the James 
Tiptree Jr. Award for her novel The Girl in the Road, 
she would earn less than 1000 USD per year from 
her writing. Byrne is not an isolated example, nor 
is her medium atypical in what its artists earn. For 
a solo, unsigned singer to earn around 1500 USD 
a month (which is roughly equivalent to the mini-
mum wage), he/she would have to accumulate over 
380,000 plays on Spotify. If that sounds easy, bear 
in mind that many music acts on Spotify are bands 
with multiple members and expensive equipment. 
And not all actors are Robert Downey Jr. or Sir Ian 
McKellen: Wonder Woman’s Gal Gadot made only 
300,000 USD in a blockbuster that earned 800+ 
million USD worldwide. As we celebrate the mo-
mentous every year with golden statuettes and 

ART IS 
WORK …?



gramophone trophies, the average artist scrambles 
between multiple jobs to make ends meet. What 
artists get paid reflects how society values their 
work; for some reason, the work that they produce 
is inferior when compared to say, an accountant, or 
secretary.

In the classroom, fewer and fewer GCSE and 
A-Level students are taking subjects such as Art and 
Design and Music as universities view them as “soft” 
subjects. Clare College, Cambridge refers to “hard” 
subjects such as English Literature and the natural 
sciences as “facilitating subjects”, and affirms that 
most successful applicants study these subjects. 
The names are self-explanatory: “soft” or “un-facili-
tating” subjects don’t prepare, or facilitate, students 
to pursue their tertiary studies academically and 
rigorously. Often, this is due to a belief that these 
“soft” subjects are vocational courses that have a 
large internal assessment component, require less 
studying, and so are easier to get a high mark on. 
It’s hard to argue with that; Visual Art in the IBDP 
does not have a summative assessment, and I have 
indeed heard people mention that they took VA HL 
for “the easy 7”, and not jokingly.

It’s hard to stand proudly as an artist, given the 
stigma—be it monetary, social, or academic. It’s 
even harder to pinpoint the exact reasons behind 
all the stigma. Does Art and Design fail to prepare 

a student adequately for a degree in say, Fine Art? 
It is here that the two readings of Glaser’s print in-
tertwine: perhaps some think that art is easy, does 
not require hard work, and hence, not a job. To that 
end, they offer decontextualised strokes of genius 
or eureka moments as evidence. One of Robert 
Ryman’s all-white paintings, “Bridge”, sold for 20.6 
million USD. “Untitled (Yellow and Blue)” by Mark 
Rothko sold for 46.5 million USD. John Keats scrib-
bled the sonnet “On First Looking into Chapman’s 
Homer” overnight. Sir Paul McCartney conceived 
“Yesterday” from a dream and wrote it down in less 
than a minute. Martin Luther King Jr. improvised 
the second half of his “I have a dream” speech. It 
seems that coming up or manifesting creative ideas 
can be done quickly and easily.

Maybe, as one of the most celebrated graphic 
designers in the world, Glaser was deriding Ryman 
and Rothko, but consider these points: Keats insist-
ed on studying literature in addition to being a sur-
geon, and chose to write and publish full-time de-
spite heavy criticism; when John, Paul, and George 
got their first guitars, they practised eight hours a 
day. And no one should need any convincing of any 
kind that King was extremely hard-working: while 
most remember him by one speech and one let-
ter, he actually wrote five books and thousands of 
speeches.

But enough of my examples and expatiation. 
I think art is very much hard work. I’ll never forget 
coming back to school and hearing morning or-
chestra sectionals where students valiantly polish a 
piece bar by bar. I’ll never forget late-night rehears-
als and marathon sessions that I can no longer pull 
now. And I’ll never forget how, for our UK tour, we 
struggled to put together a 45-minute programme 
in two weeks. To even entertain the notion that art 
is not hard work is denigrating and shameful. Art is 
work, and the often-overlooked need for more peo-
ple to invest hard work in art should be celebrated 
and encouraged.  ❒  J e r o M e  C h a n

Milton Glaser (1929–) is an American graphic 
designer. One of his most recognisable works 
includes the "I LOVE NY" logo.

<
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DIEHARD  
FANS' TAKE  
ON THE  
LATEST 
INSTALLMENT  
OF THE STAR WARS 
FRANCHISE
The Last Jedi, the highest 
grossing film of 2017, sold 
$1.3 billion worldwide. Two 
students discuss the film.



DIEHARD  
FANS' TAKE  
ON THE  
LATEST 
INSTALLMENT  
OF THE STAR WARS 
FRANCHISE

Daisy Ridley starred as Rey in The Last Jedi; she is 
now in Ahch-To on a mission to convince Luke Sky-
walker (Mark Hamill) to aid the Resistance.

<
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Dav i d  w o n g  ❒  w h e n  i 
s t e p p e d  out of the cinema after 
watching the movie for the first time, 
all of my classmates looked bewildered 

and perplexed. All that was certain was that the 
movie was going become a cause célèbre. What 
happened in the film? Luke, one of the main pro-
tagonists, died; the two main antagonists, Snoke 
and Phasma, also met their untimely ends. Basical-
ly, director Rian Johnson had killed his predeces-

sor J. J. Abrams’ build-up play for the new trilogy 
from the previous installment, The Force Awakens. 
In the days following the release of the movie, the 
fan revolt was gradually crystallising - most, if not 
all movie review websites, social media and even 
petition sites exposed fans’ discontent through 
their negative comments and low movie ratings. 
What was depicted on social media was nothing 
out of the ordinary, given the overhype preluding 
the movie, the exceptions being petition sites re-
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questing the immediate removal of TLJ from can-
on and Rian Johnson being removed from his post, 
but this only showed that the level of abhorrence 
and intolerance towards the movie was reaching 
boiling point. And when Disney attributed the fan 
backlash too the “alt-right”, I was left with nothing 
but fire and fury. I could clearly see how Disney was 
trying to cover-up the fan backlash as a result of 
Rian Johnson’s poor directing. This was clearly a 
public relations crisis for Disney. Covering up a PR 
crisis, for one, is not an inherent problem given that 
most companies in the film industry attempt to 
downplay any and all PR crises. Yet I found Disney’s 
handling of the fan revolt most irritating and abhor-
rent—most of the fans that were underwhelmed 
by the movie were not “alt-right” extremists, but 
should rather be characterised as fans who felt that 
the movie was the misfit of the Star Wars franchise.

The most detrimental impact of the film was the 
division and polarisation of fandom. Its score giv-
en by fans on the Rotten Tomatoes rating website 
was 48 percent, a sharp contrast to the 93 percent 
‘fresh’ rating given by critics. What do the Rotten 
Tomatoes statistics and fan revolt prove at first 
glance? It certainly shows disillusionment, more 
than anything else. I am not going to dwell on con-
spiracy theories of how Disney rigs critic reviews, 
but it is quite possible that many firms do favours 
for critics in exchange for favourable reviews. The 
predominant reason for the difference in satisfac-
tion between critics and fans would be that their 
rating criteria are different. To judge the quality 
of the film, three metrics will be put on the table: 
symbolism, plot, and linkage and coherence with 
regards to other Star Wars films.

After Star Wars: The Force Awakens, I was genu-
inely pleased with what Disney had done to expand 
the mythology of the franchise. J. J. Abrams wove 
wonders into the film, leaving lots of questions un-
answered such as the origins of Supreme Leader 
Snoke and the hidden lineage of Rey. The cliffhang-

u n w i n d  /  f i l m

Director Rian Johnson with Carrie 
Fisher (as Princess Lea) on the set

The only 
shimmer of 
light that stood 
out in the 
darkness was 
Rian’s use of 
symbolism.
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er, most notably, featuring Rey passing Anakin’s 
lightsaber to Luke, was an excellent way to end the 
movie both from a plot and box office standpoint 
for the next movie. Of course, there were the com-
plaints from fans that the movie was all too reminis-
cent of Star Wars: A New Hope, most notably Starkill-
er base sharing striking similarities with the Death 
Star, albeit more menacing and deadly in appear-
ance; but frankly, one of the main objectives of The 
Force Awakens was to reinvigorate fans born in the 
Original Trilogy era through injecting a bit of nos-
talgia. To make a long story short, while the movie 
was reminiscent of A New Hope, there was nothing 
inherently wrong with the plot, and this is further 

strengthened by the favourable reviews from fans 
and media outlets such as BBC and The Guardian 
alike. When Disney announced that Rian Johnson 
was going to direct another trilogy a month or so 
prior to The Last Jedi, the message that Disney was 
trying to convey was crystal clear—Rian Johnson 
must have done a spectacular job in directing TLJ 
to be rewarded by directing another trilogy.

Clearly, I was wrong from top to bottom.
The only shimmer of light that stood out in the 

darkness was Rian’s use of symbolism. I did appre-
ciate some of it, and I have heard people applaud-
ing Johnson’s efforts in the many symbolisms in 
the film, which to a large extent could be justified. 
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For instance, the final scene featured a young im-
poverished destitute child on Canto Bight, who had 
been inspired by the presence of the Resistance 
on the planet and used the Force to pick up his 
broom, thus symbolising that everyone, regardless 
of having the Skywalker bloodline or not, also could 
equally have Force abilities and the same Force 
sensitivity as a Jedi. I absolutely admire Johnson’s 
efforts since they added nuance and dimension to 
the saga. I was given the feeling that after six mov-
ies revolving around the Skywalkers, we may have 
finally seen the first bold step in moving away from 
them. Similarly, Rey’s not carrying a significant lin-
eage sent the uplifting message that the potential 
to yield amazing Force abilities was not restricted 
by bloodline. While at best I can come to appreciate 
the end scene of the broomstick child, to a large ex-
tent the reveal of Rey’s lineage was a major let-down 
and underwhelming even for an apathetic person. 
Perhaps the reveal would not be such a let-down 
to non-Star Wars fans. It certainly was to me and 
the many people in the theatre. Rey was supposed 
to be special - she should have been a Skywalker, 
Solo or even a Kenobi. Yet, she was a nobody. If 
that were the case, Abrams should not have hint-
ed at her unique relationship with Leia. This is only 
one of many examples of the incoherence between 
The Last Jedi and its predecessor. So ultimately, the 
symbolisms did make sense within the movie but 
were incoherent with regard to The Force Awakens.

On the contrary, the plot was far worse than the 
symbolism that Rian attempted to weave into the 
film. There were many plot holes, such as the Rose-
Finn arc, Poe’s arc, Luke’s Force teleportation arc, 
etc. I shall begin from the beginning of the film. The 
cliffhanger from the previous film of Rey attempting 
to pass the lightsaber to Luke was thrown into the 
bin with Luke throwing the lightsaber off the cliff. 
Johnson left fans infuriated and shocked. The de-
cision was not justified: after all, the lightsaber had 
belonged to his father, and was the first lightsaber 

Luke ever wielded as a teenager. And yet, he threw 
away the lightsaber after one glanced. It felt very 
forced in the sense that Johnson was attempting to 
poke fun at a serious matter. This basically summed 
up how Johnson mishandled the entire film –– he 
added many untimely jokes to a serious film. John-
son had told fans prior to the movie that TLJ was 
going to be the darkest movie in the entire saga. 
And yet, we received mistimed jokes and misplaced 
humour that were only exceeded by The Phantom 
Menace. Humour is subjective, but the Rose-Finn 
arc was unnecessary and counter-intuitive. Frank-
ly, the only reason the Rose-Finn arc was included 
in the movie was due to Finn requiring character 
progression and the only way he was going to get 
progression was through an individual arc. Yes, I 
agree that Finn deserves a narrative. What I don’t 
agree however, is the notion that Finn would go 
on a suicidal adventure, which goes against his 

u n w i n d  /  f i l m



calculating character and ultimately gets him un-
der arbitrary circumstances in a fight with Captain 
Phasma. And when Finn was on Crait, I felt like his 
character was complete in the sense that I thought 
he would die since his arc had come to an end, tak-
ing into consideration his untimely victory against 
his arch-nemesis Captain Phasma, albeit the fight 
scene was short and underwhelming. Yet, Rian de-
cided not to kill Finn. If one was to pick a death be-
tween Phasma and Finn in the film, the intuitive re-
sponse would be the death of Finn, especially given 
that Phasma deserves a fight-to-the-death scene 
in the final movie. Killing Phasma now just leaves 
an underdeveloped character in the Star Wars fran-
chise whom many fans wanted developed more 
thoroughly. And that doesn’t get me started on the 
shocking revelation of weaponising hyperspace. 
Weaponising hyperspace would not be inherently 
a problem as long as the filmmakers could make it 

an one-off event. They didn’t. That means that from 
now on, every time the protagonist, or the antago-
nist, wants to destroy his/her enemy, he/she could 
just make a kamikaze jump to destroy the fleets of 
the enemy. On the topic of kamikaze hyperspace 
jumps, let’s talk about the character who willingly 
made the jump and died in a blaze of glory—Vice 
Admiral Holdo, another redundant character that I 
deem unnecessary. Holdo’s character felt forced in 
many ways, such as her awkward scenes with Poe 
Dameron. While creating and introducing a new 
character is not inherently a sin, it certainly is a sin 
when the director decides to create a character that 
could be replaced by an existing character. I would 
have preferred Admiral Ackbar (the character who 
infamously shouted “It’s a trap!”) to perform that 
suicidal yet heroic act. It would have felt more de-
serving for him to die in a blaze of glory, instead of 
leaving his death in the Command Centre unex-
plained. And of course, the denouement of the film 
made no logical sense, even for a Star Wars movie. 
The deus ex machina of Luke’s Force teleportation 
to allow the Resistance fighters to escape was an 
preposterous way to end the film. The Resistance 
forces were meant to die in the final scene, yet Luke 
“forcefully” magically appeared just in time to buy 
time for our protagonists to escape. Luke did not 
have to Force teleport; he could have simply taken 
a ship there. It blatantly ignored how Luke was sup-
posedly the “Grand Master” of the Jedi Order and 
could use other means to arrive and battle Kylo. All 
in all, Johnson’s claim that TLJ would be the “dark-
est film of the franchise” was ultimately part of his 
façade, as the poor plot (most notably the deus ex 
machina at the end) combined with the light tone 
added a lot of un–Star Wars–like characterisation 
into the film.

Finally, the fan service. I understand that a bal-
ance must be struck between fan service and plot 
progression, but this film lacked coherence with 
other Star Wars movies. Yes, they did reference the 

Tensions between Vice Admiral Holdo (Laura Dern) 
and Poe Dameron (Oscar Isaac) as they argue on how 
to resist impending annihilation by the First Order

<
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rise of Palpatine, the main antagonist of the pre-
quel and original trilogy. Yes, they did include pup-
pet Yoda into the film. Acknowledge that the point 
I am trying to draw out is not the “easter-egg” type 
of fan service. Any logical and rational fan would 
be baffled by the enigmatic plot decisions made in 
the film, which deviated from popular fan theories 
and were not well received. At best, even if there 
was a rationale for Johnson to characterise Rey as 
a homeless orphan whose parents sold her for a 
few credits for wine and dine on Jakku, the death of 
Luke could not be justified. How did George Lucas 
characterise Luke Skywalker? George characterised 
Luke as a brave, cunning and against-all-the-odds 
Jedi Master. He went all the way to persuade his fa-
ther to turn to the light side. He saw the possibility 
of redemption behind his father’s mask, and yet, he 
could not remotely see any good left in his neph-
ew, Kylo Ren (Ben Solo). As a result, Luke wanted 
to kill his nephew. This went against Luke’s origi-
nal characterisation. Literally all fans would vouch 
that Luke believed in the light side of humanity. So 
when they decided to put him on Ahch-To, I was 
confused to say the least. Luke would never hide on 

u n w i n d  /  f i l m

an island dwelling in self-pity and defeat. That de-
cision went against the Luke that we all grew up to 
love and idolise. Just imagine the disappointment 
of fans that waited 30-plus years for another movie 
featuring the legendary Luke Skywalker. They must 
have been left bitterly disappointed when leaving 
the theatre.

In conclusion, this would have been a great mov-
ie for non-Star Wars fans with no prior knowledge of 
the franchise. However, for Star Wars fans, this was 
an aberration and indecorous. The comedy and 
plot was incoherent with the other saga films. The 
characters went against how George Lucas and J. 
J. Abrams characterised them. The plot included 
redundant and counter-intuitive narratives. Yet, de-
spite all the negativity, my passion and faith in Star 
Wars remains undiminished. The same cannot be 
said for Disney—I have lost all my confidence and 
faith in Disney, as tellingly Disney is going to max-
imise the number of Star Wars movies to increase 
profits, and that means releasing a movie every 
year. If the child inside of me wanted a new trilogy 
of films after Revenge of the Sith, producing a new 
film every year is overdoing it. Star Wars is better off 
for the dreamers and the theorists, and thus releas-
ing so many movies within a few years comes with 
an opportunity cost—simply killing all the room for 
theories and imagination. I simply cannot imagine 
a child theorising as much as our generation or the 
generation before us. Star Wars is so unique pre-
cisely because of the fan theories. After all, we grew 
up with the Expanded Universe.

There is no meaning in crying over spilt (green) 
milk. For all the criticism this film rightfully merits, 
the Star Wars franchise deserves a second chance. 
As this article goes to print, the next film, Solo: A 
Star Wars Story, is projected to lose 80 million US 
dollars. This will not be an isolated incident. Should 
the producers fail in satisfying the fans in the final 
movie of the sequel trilogy, this might be the final 
straw for the majority of fans.  ❒

Disney is 
going to 
maximise 
the number 
of Star Wars 
movies to 
raise profits …



Jo s h u a  s o  ❒  u n l e s s  y o u ’ v e 
been living under a rock, you are no doubt 
aware of the recent release of the latest in-
stalment of the Star Wars saga, The Last 

Jedi. However, unlike its predecessor, The Force 
Awakens, which earned mostly positive responses 
from its audience (with the exception of a vocal mi-
nority), this episode of the world-famous space op-
era has received highly mixed responses. According 
to several online movie critic sites such as Rotten 
Tomatoes, The Last Jedi is currently standing at a 
90% rating from critics and 48% from audiences, 
showing a distinction in opinion. Additionally, ex-
treme comments appear left and right on social 
media platforms, sparking heated arguments be-
tween ‘true fans’, ‘fanboys’, ‘social justice warriors’ 
and ‘Disney-paid critics’ to name a few. Some com-
plain about the lack of care in the movie, whilst oth-
ers claim that in order to be a fan of the series one 
must adore all content that Lucasfilm churns out. 
So what in the galaxy has happened to this fran-
chise?

There had been great anticipation leading to 
the eighth Star Wars movie, directed by Rian John-
son and featuring most of the cast from The Force 
Awakens. Back when The Force Awakens was re-
leased, a common critique was that it was too alike 
to the original Star Wars (released in 1977). It seems 
as though Johnson and co had heard this criticism 
and intended to throw in more surprises and cre-
ate a totally unique Star Wars movie in episode 8. 
As a Star Wars fan myself, I sat as the opening crawl 
burst on the silver screen, anticipating a monu-
mental film. After a two hour and 30 minute ride, I 
paused and pondered for a moment what I had just 
watched. It was not until I had watched the film for a 
second time, and read a plethora of online reviews 
and comments that I came to a conclusion: The Last 
Jedi is in no way a life-changing experience, nor is it 
the ‘best Star Wars movie ever’ … but I liked it.

The problem with most movie-goers and people 

in today’s world is that we tend to be very biased, 
and have highly polarised opinions. Possibly the 
most influential factor in the split perspective on 
The Last Jedi is our expectations of its characters 
and plot. I cannot begin to count how many the-
ory videos I have come across on YouTube regard-
ing Snoke’s (a supporting antagonist) identity and 
Rey’s parents (the main female protagonist played 
by Daisy Ridley). These videos, made by speculating 
fans, aimed to predict what would have happened 
in the film, yet we all forget the fact that the people 
in control of this film are professional writers and 
moviemakers, above all else. Fans forget that ev-
erybody has their own fan-favourite Star Wars story, 
and that it’s impossible for the producers to fulfil ev-
ery demand. We as fans have high expectations of 
this movie based on our oversaturated exposure to 
comics, fan-fiction, and extended universe books, 
most of which are even more far-fetched than the 
plot we got in The Last Jedi. Many are complaining 
about the movie for all the wrong reasons such as 
bashing the film for having an abundance of wom-
en in the cast, ruining the character of their child-
hood hero, Luke Skywalker, and pointing fingers at 
Disney for bad jokes (as well as Porgs, a new species 
of creature introduced mainly for comedic effects). 
These are amongst many of the poor criticisms on 
the internet. These fans and haters alike are lov-
ing and hating The Last Jedi for extremely subjec-
tive reasons and show a lack of open-mindedness. 
Many comments online are not original, and many 
are not even typed, but simply copy-paste replicas 
of the trend. Social conformity is the major reason 
for the lack of individual perspective nowadays.

There is no issue in the inclusion of women in 
major roles in the film, and I feel that the portrayal 
of no characters was stereotypical or offensive. Lau-
ra Dern’s Vice Admiral Holdo was a decent charac-
ter, but fans responded by stating that Admiral Ack-
bar, a long time fan-favourite, should have replaced 
her character in this movie. However, to think about 
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it, Ackbar has just as much character development 
as Holdo, in that we barely knew them at the be-
ginning of The Last Jedi. This seems more of a fan-
choice than a professional decision.

Additionally, is it fair to say that the creators of 
this film ‘ruined’ the character of Luke by portraying 
him as a flawed human being? By subverting our 
expectations of an infallible hero, Rian Johnson has 
instead given us a far more believable and layered 
character in Luke. In the finale of the original trilogy, 
Return of the Jedi, Luke Skywalker nearly destroyed 
his father, Darth Vader, before returning fully to the 
light. In Luke’s anger, he defeated his father and sev-
ered one of his arms, showcasing the rage and dark 
influence that everybody encounters at some point 
during their lives. It is only after realising his actions 
that he spares Vader and redeems his father in an 
act of selflessness. This is character growth that the 
Luke in The Last Jedi aligns with, for he in a ‘mo-
ment of pure instinct thought he could stop (the 
darkness rising in Ben Solo, his nephew)’ and that 
the moment was ‘like a fleeting shadow’, followed 
by ‘shame and consequence’. The truth is that the 
world is not black and white, and Luke’s portrayal 
in The Last Jedi is extremely grounded and human 
by being conflicted, without swaying away from his 
character in the original trilogy. This was the char-
acter development I was yearning for before this 
film. I didn’t want Luke Skywalker to do cartwheels 
and dismantle enemy forces with his lightsabre, I 
wanted him to overcome them with his willpower 
and his mind, which he did. In fact, our childhood 
hero ends up heroically sacrificing himself for the 
entire Resistance. How is all this character-ruining?

Finally, is Disney truly responsible for the poorly 
written jokes and creatures in the movie? Rian and 
his team are the ones we should be looking at, not 
with fiery eyes but instead with respect. We should 
be glad to be getting any Star Wars in this day and 
age at all, and not throwing extreme opinions as 
facts at people who don’t share your perspective. I 

myself find many lines of dialogue to be poorly writ-
ten, and disagree with many creative choices such 
as the inclusion of the character Rose, only I don’t 
proceed to overload actress Kelly Marie Tran’s Ins-
tagram account with comments of hate and disre-
spect. As an actress, she did her job quite well, and 
wasn’t to blame for a poorly written character. Al-
though many view Lucasfilm’s choices as marketing 
such as including diverse ethnicities in the cast, the 
inclusion of new creatures to make into toys, and 
the added humour to make the movies more fam-
ily-friendly, I believe that we forget that that Holly-
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wood has always been an industry. I once asked my 
younger cousins what they thought about The Last 
Jedi, and because they are not old enough to be 
exposed to a plethora of sociopolitical media, they 
really liked the film. Politics and corporate mindset 
aside, my younger cousins saw the film for what it 
was at the core, and they had a good time. In the 
end, Star Wars isn’t getting worse, we are.

i t  i s  t o o  e a s y  to comment without re-
percussions on social media. News outlets make 
sure to be objective, but there is no moderation on 

social media. Even article producers write judge-
mental statements and lopsided responses to pol-
itics, entertainment, and the economy. They have 
lost their virtue of objectivity.

With an open mindset, I believe that we can all 
get a lot more out of not only films, but the works 
of others. Maybe it’s time that we not side fully with 
the dark side or the light side, but strike a balance 
by being more reasonable people. It is not impossi-
ble either for ourselves or for others, and especially 
the talents that have spent all this effort in bringing 
us these fresh works of art.  ❒
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Dr McDonald and Joyful at G12 
boys' graduation ceremony
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To start off, can you share with 
us your most memorable mo-
ment teaching at DBS? There 
are a whole lot, since I really 
enjoy teaching here. The atmo-
sphere in the classrooms here 
is spectacular, with a mixture of 
playfulness and seriousness. It’s 
playful particularly because I get 
to “tease” you guys both verbally 
and physically. My favourite is 
having you do “twinkle twinkle”, 
which only works with boys. 
Some of you even respond by 
teasing me back, and sometimes 
it takes me time to realize that 
the joke’s on me. Yet I also know 
that the classroom can be very 
serious when it comes to assign-
ments or tests. It’s easy to “con-
trol” you guys as well: I just have 
to raise my voice a bit and you 
will all jump back into line.

And perhaps, by threatening us 
with 100-page-long lab reports? 
Yeah, something like that. It’s a 
pity that you guys never believe 
me about this!

What do you like and dislike 
about living on campus? DBS 
is very noisy even during the 
weekends, which I have learnt 
to get used to. On Saturdays, I 
have scouts on the one side, and 
Primary Division football training 
on the other side. Sometimes it 
can be slightly annoying when 
they scream at the top of their 
lungs in what I call their “foot-

Dr Gaby McDonald 
heads the group of IB 
science teachers at DBS. 
She arrived at DBS before 
the retirement of Dr 
Michael Higgitt, the first 
IB Coordinator here. In 
addition to teaching DBS 
boys, she also teaches 
puppies how to be guide 
dogs! Sadly, she is leaving 
DBS this year.
ball-pitch voice”, but, towards 6 
or 7 pm, they will have calmed 
down a lot. However, living on 
Kadoorie Hill is extremely con-
venient. If I walk down the hill, I 
will be in the middle of the busy 
streets of cosmopolitan Mong 
Kok, where I can get almost 
everything. If I walk back up, I 
will be returning to my peaceful 
haven where the atmosphere is 
amiable.

Interesting! Do you get along 
with all your neighbours? They’re 
all extremely nice people actu-
ally. I used to not get along well 
with Mr Cheng Pun [teacher of 
physical education in the local 

stream] because our language 
barrier meant we didn’t know 
each other very well. But then, at 
a boarding dinner where I did a 
presentation on guide dogs that 
included a video by the Hong 
Kong Guide Dogs Association in 
Chinese, he seemed to open up 
a bit about me and my puppies. 
Now we greet each other when 
we meet.

Having gone on the CAS trip 
numerous times, what has been 
your best moment there? I’d 
have to say my first trip. We had 
just landed in Thailand, and 
were transported to Maekok 
by the cool minibuses, and we 
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gathered altogether on that large 
patch of grass near the entrance. 
The boys and I looked up at the 
clear night sky and, “wow”—the 
whole Milky Way was on display 
right in front of our eyes. The 
boys were all fascinated and in 
awe, as they’ve never been able 
to see anything like it in HK. Who 
knows, I might volunteer to go 
again next year!

After 6 years at DBS, what has 
been your biggest change? 
[chuckles] If only I’m not too old 
for change! I guess my biggest 
change is becoming a puppy 
raiser, which is something I’ve 
never done before but had al-
ways wanted to do. The opportu-
nity arose when I had just started 
living here for a few months. The 
wife of Dr Higgitt (our late IB co-
ordinator) took me to The Peak 
to watch the Sedan Chair Race. 
There, I came across the promo-
tional booth of the Hong Kong 
Guide Dogs Association, and 
after conversing with their staff, I 
thought to myself, “Wow! I could 
actually be a part of this!”

Do you have a particular mot-
to for life? Yes. I always remind 
myself to not do something 
unless it’s fun. Even if things are 
compulsory and not fun, I try to 
make it funner and derive joy 
from doing them, because en-
joyment makes things easier to 
complete. To me, to enjoy life is 

really important as I feel I’ve had 
an extremely privileged life in 
which there have been no major 
setbacks, such as wars in close 
proximity to me.

Are these also your parting 
words of wisdom for future DBS 
IB students? You could say so. 
Especially with the workload that 
studying IB gives you, they have 
to learn to enjoy life and not to 
always take things too seriously. 
Additionally, I would advise them 
to learn to save the planet, even 
at school. Environmental aware-
ness is a major issue with DBS 
boys as they often take much 
for granted. On school days I see 
food trays left on the canteen 
tables, jerseys on the classroom 
floors; during the weekends 
there is litter all around campus, 
especially near the covered play-
grounds and the barbecue pits. 
DBS boys must not think that 
the janitors are there to clean up 
after them; rather, their job is just 
to keep the school in good con-
dition. Without being environ-
mentally friendly, you will never 
grow up to be a gentleman.

Looking ahead of you, what are 
you planning to do after leaving 
DBS? I’m definitely going to trav-
el some more, and end up in my 
hometown, Port Elizabeth, where 
I need to renovate my cottage. 
In terms of hobbies, I might take 
up cycling again, as well as go 

hiking on new routes. There are 
a number of projects that I’m 
interested in becoming a part of 
as well, but it looks likely I’ll be 
leaving Hong Kong—my pen-
sion isn't enough to even rent a 
one-person apartment here!

Do you see any more teaching 
down the line? Maybe. I wouldn't 
mind becoming an IB workshop 
presenter, which I’ve already ap-
plied for. In fact, my international 
teaching career began with an 
organization called Teachers on 
the Move, which organizes sub-
stitute teachers for international 
schools. I might go back there 
and help out a bit, who knows?

Can you offer us some insight 
into the successorship of your 
role as IB biology teacher? 
Ms Luk, from the NSS stream, 
is poised to take over as the 
new biology teacher next year. 
In fact, she is already preparing 
for her new role by attending 
one of my double periods every 
week. We’re phasing her into the 
IB prior to her appointment as 
an IB teacher in the hope that 
she may transition smoothly to 
the IB style of teaching through 
observing classes and integrat-
ing herself ASAP with her future 
students. Yet, depending on the 
popularity of biology amongst 
the G10 cohort this year, Mr Percy 
may continue as the other biolo-
gy teacher as well.
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On a side note, would you like 
to campaign for the “A Coke A 
Day” movement? As much as I 
like drinking Coke, it is very bad 
for your health. Most notably, it 
takes the phosphate out of your 
bones, making them brittle. Yet 
drinking Coke does have health 
benefits as it hydrates you, and 
can even settle your stomach. 
But overall, don’t drink too much 
Coke as I do.

Can you tell us about your role 
as a guide dog puppy raiser at 
DBS? The main role of a puppy 
raiser is to socialize the dog to 
ensure it is ready to be intro-
duced into the world of humans. 
Initially, I had to seek approval 
from our headmaster, Mr Ronnie 
Cheng. Thankfully, he allowed 
me to bring the dog into DBS 
and into the biology lab, almost 
without hesitation. Then, I had to 
file an application with the Hong 
Kong Guide Dog Association. 
Their staff will have to survey the 
potential puppy raiser’s home, 
as well as interview him/her to 
find out whether they are suited 
for the job. In my case, they liked 
how I lived on DBS campus, and 
the fact that I have over a thou-
sand boys around me everyday. 
They also liked the fact that I had 
a cat, Rhogan.

Do your dogs fight with Rhogan? 
No, Rhogan is the boss. He runs 
the place in the boarding school 

where he spends time with the 
warden, Mr Chau, and his wife. 
I think Rhogan goes along well 
with most of my dogs, with the 
exception of Joyful. I guess it’s 
because Joyful came here as a 
grown-up, and that she likes to 
bark a lot.

Do your dogs enjoy the company 
of other dogs on campus? I think 
so, but they seldom play with 
each other. Delta did, but she 
developed an eye infection while 
playing with Ms Jean Lee’s dog, 
so now the dogs are being kept 
separately.

Has there been a lot of hassle 
regarding keeping dogs in DBS? 
So far, nobody has actually 
complained directly to me about 
my dogs, mostly because they’re 
all well disciplined most of the 
time. I did get one comment in 
our annual student evaluation 
survey about the dog being 
distracting. In general, everyone 
here is nice towards me and my 
dogs. Kids who I’ve never known 
would approach me and strike 
up a conversation; now I’m even 
known as the “dog lady”!

Which of your dogs has been 
your favourite? They’re all my 
favourites. It’s the same thing 
when you ask a parent who their 
favourite child is. To me, each 
one of my dogs has unique qual-
ities that I love.

Won’t you be missing your dogs 
terribly especially since you’re 
leaving Hong Kong? I sure will! 
But in December, I'm coming 
back for the graduation of three 
of my dogs—Ginny, Lang Lang, 
and Joyful. Delta, my first puppy, 
graduated a year ago with Wing 
Man, a student at HKU Space. 
Ginny was used for breeding 
because the Guide Dog Associ-
ation liked her personality a lot. 
Having given birth to seven pup-
pies who will appear in the batch 
of dogs whose names begin with 
“R”, she has now gone back into 
training and is nearing her grad-
uation. As for Lang Lang, she has 
been progressing steadily and 
has even been “employed” by 
the International Guide Dog As-
sociation to demonstrate her du-
ties as a guide dog! Lastly, Joyful 
will be graduating too and, due 
to her outgoing personality and 
boisterousness, will become a 
therapy dog. She will be paired 
up with a physiotherapist who 
works with children with autism 
or mobility problems.

Will we see anyone take on the 
mantle of being a puppy raiser 
at DBS? In fact, you will! Mrs 
Harvey, our psychology teacher, 
has recently applied to become 
a guide dog raiser. She’s just got-
ten her puppy from the associa-
tion, who is named “Storm”!  
❒  J e f f r e y  l a u  &  
M i C h a e l  l a u
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